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Abstract: At present, the college aesthetic education is not compatible with the construction of an all-round education system in areas such as morals intelligence physical fitness work and aesthetics. In an era of big data and artificial intelligence, with the help of modern information intelligent means, college online aesthetic education courses take advanced and specialized aesthetic knowledge as the main content, and promote the development of students' "aesthetic and humanistic literacy", becoming a major starting point for deepening the comprehensive reform of aesthetic education in colleges. This paper simply takes college online aesthetic education courses offered by "iCourse" platform in China and "edX" platform in America as the objects, focusing on the comparison of three types of courses and their contents, such as art aesthetic education courses, professional aesthetic education courses, and comprehensive aesthetic education courses, to find their respective characteristics and problems, and to provide a reference for the integration of aesthetic education courses and information intelligence in Chinese colleges. It is expected to form a new pattern of aesthetic education in colleges, which is "comprehensively improving the quality of universal art education, promoting the combination of various disciplines and majors with innovation and entrepreneurship, and promoting the integration of aesthetic education with as morals intelligence physical fitness work in colleges", as so to provide an interpretive perspective for the construction of a diversified and high-quality socialist modern aesthetic education system with Chinese characteristics.
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1. Research Background

The all-round education in areas such as morals intelligence physical fitness work and aesthetics is the educational policy of our country. It is also the five themes of general education for all students while carrying out professional education. In Europe and America, the general education of many colleges is deeply influenced by the ancient Greek liberal arts education, and there is also a tradition of aesthetic education courses under the philosophical framework of "truth, goodness and beauty", such as Harvard's "aesthetic interpretation" course group, Stanford's "aesthetics that integrates science and art" general education, Cambridge and Oxford's "aesthetics" and "art" courses; At the same time, some universities have made in-depth exploration on the philosophy, physiology and brain mechanism of art and aesthetics [1]. For example, Harvard's "Project Zero" proves the positive impact of art, aesthetics and education on people's creative development [2].

2. Research Issues

Beauty or aesthetic education is a common concern of higher education at home and abroad. The general education courses implemented for all students are mainly based on general art aesthetic education courses, but also have many "professional aesthetic education courses" set up at the level of professional education (non-art professional education), which are closely related to the development of professional and occupational quality, and common elective general education courses across multiple majors. School aesthetic education lays the foundation and cast souls, as well as improve students' aesthetic and humanistic qualities. Comprehensively strengthening and improving aesthetic education is an important task of higher education at present and in the coming period. Therefore, the Ministry of Education further requires that "adhere for all, improve and continuously perfect the mechanism of aesthetic education in colleges for everyone", first of all, we must "comprehensively improve the quality of universal art education and teaching", and at the same time "combine with professional teaching, social practice and innovation and entrepreneurship education in various disciplines", and actively "promote the integration of college aesthetic education with educations in morals, intelligence, physical and fitness", and "by 2035, form a diversified and high-quality socialist modern aesthetic education system with Chinese characteristics". These are all corresponding to the "art aesthetic courses", "professional aesthetic courses" and interdisciplinary "comprehensive aesthetic education courses" offered by colleges to all students. The Ministry of Education also proposed to "make full use of modern information technology means to explore the construction of a networked, digital curriculum teaching model, plan and build a number of high-quality aesthetic education Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)". At present, colleges have opened online aesthetic education courses to varying degrees, this paper is aimed at the college online aesthetic education courses offered by the Chinese "iCourse" platform and the American "edX" platform, focusing on the comparison of three types of courses and their contents, such as art aesthetic education courses, professional
aesthetic education courses, and comprehensive aesthetic education courses, to find their respective characteristics, advantages and disadvantages, and to provide a reference for the integration of aesthetic education courses and information intelligence in Chinese colleges. [3]

3. Research Overview

By the end of this survey on August 27, 2022, 716 aesthetic education courses are now available on the Love Curriculum platform in China. As shown in Figure 1, there are 5 (0.7%) "comprehensive aesthetic education courses" on the Love Curriculum platform in China. The "public art aesthetic education courses" cover 9 fields, including literature, culture, music and art, with a total of 307 courses (42.9%), with literature accounting for the highest percentage. The "discipline aesthetic courses" involve four categories: arts and physical arts, science, engineering, agriculture and forestry; arts and physical arts aesthetic courses involve literature, design, music, physical education and other 9 majors, a total of 274 courses (38.3%), with literature still accounting for the highest percentage of aesthetic courses; science aesthetic courses, involving mathematical aesthetics, physics Aesthetic courses in science, involving mathematical aesthetics, physics, astronomy, medical aesthetics and other ten categories, a total of 62 courses (8.6%), "mathematical beauty" courses accounted for the highest percentage; engineering aesthetic courses, involving architectural aesthetics, mechanical aesthetics, materials aesthetics, engineering aesthetics, weapons aesthetics, computer aesthetics five categories, a total of 50 courses (7%); in addition, there are gardening and plant In addition, there are also aesthetic education courses in gardening and plants, with a total of 18 courses (2.5%). On the whole, the aesthetic education courses on the Chinese "edcourse" platform cover a wide range of fields.

As of the end of the survey, 163 online aesthetic education courses are now available on the US "edX" platform. As can be seen from Figure 2, the "public art aesthetic education courses" based on the "edX" platform cover four major fields, such as literature and culture, music and art, with a total of 72 courses (44.2%), and the highest percentage of literature and culture courses; " Aesthetic education courses in the disciplines of arts and culture, arts and sports, science and engineering are the four major categories. Aesthetic courses in arts and culture are mainly in foreign languages and literature, design, music and other six majors, with a total of 44 courses (26.9%); aesthetic courses in science cover mathematical aesthetics, physical aesthetics, chemical aesthetics, etc., with a total of 21 courses (12.9%). Aesthetic education courses in engineering technology cover architectural aesthetics, mechanical engineering aesthetics, material aesthetics, etc., with a total of 26 courses (16%). Based on the "edX" platform, we have not yet seen a comprehensive online course on aesthetic education with a high degree of integration.
4. Category Comparison of Online Aesthetic Education Courses

It can be seen from the surveys of "iCourse" and "edX" platforms (Figure 1, Figure 2):

Both Chinese and American artistic general online aesthetic education courses are the main forces, accounting for the highest that are strikingly similar. Courses in two countries also involve similar art categories and cover a wide range of disciplines. However, general courses of literary aesthetic education have become the leading force in artistic aesthetic education courses due to their convenience and richness, which is also the main way to implement aesthetic education courses in colleges at present.

Both China and America are concerned about the combination of aesthetic education and professional education. The professional aesthetic education courses of the liberal arts in the two countries cover a similar scope, such as literary aesthetic, artistic aesthetic, and sports aesthetic. And both the two countries have offered mathematical aesthetics, physical aesthetics, chemical aesthetics, biological aesthetics, etc. Online aesthetic education courses in the field of science, and mathematical aesthetics account for the highest proportion; On this basis, China has also offered courses on gem aesthetics, ecological aesthetics, and geological aesthetics, and the research objects of these categories of courses are closely related to natural beauty, and the opening of ecological aesthetics also indicates the awakening of human green consciousness and aesthetic consciousness of life under the ecological crisis; Regarding the online aesthetic education courses of engineering technology majors, China and America have offered architectural aesthetics, mechanical engineering aesthetics, material aesthetics, computer aesthetics. Moreover, America has offered software engineering aesthetics, which is inseparable from its strong core competitiveness of software.

5. Comparison of the sampled contents of online art and aesthetic education courses in China and the United States

Art and aesthetic education is the most crucial way to implement aesthetic education in colleges and universities, in this regard, “colleges and universities are supposed to actively explore the construction of a public art curriculum system with the cultivation of aesthetic and humanistic literacy as the core, take the cultivation of innovative ability as the focus and the development of the inheritance of excellent Chinese traditional culture and the education of art classics as the main content”, as well as “comprehensively improve the teaching quality of universal art education.” [4]

Based on the two platforms, China and the U.S. take four representative general arts aesthetic courses in poetry, painting, drama and music to compare the similarities and differences respectively. As can be seen by comparing Figure 3, the similarities are: the aesthetic keywords and the methodological rules used in the same type of art aesthetic courses are almost the same; formal and harmonious beauty is common to all art elective aesthetic courses, moreover, scheme, rhythm, unity and harmony are common to all art aesthetic courses. The difference lies in the fact that due to the different cultural traditions and art education philosophies of China and the United States, the Chinese art education curriculum emphasizes “writing” and sensuality while the American art education curriculum emphasizes “realism” and rationality.
6. Comparison of the Sampled Contents of Aesthetic Education Courses for Science and Technology Majors

Science and art are inseparable and aesthetic education that combines science and aesthetics can promote the development of logical and figurative thinking, which further contributes to the cultivation of creativity. Aesthetic education combining science and aesthetics can promote the development of logical and figurative thinking and help cultivate creativity. All universities must “promote the reform and innovation of aesthetic education” and promote “the integration of aesthetic education in colleges and universities with the teaching of various disciplines, social practice and innovation and entrepreneurship education”, [5] so as to cultivate high-quality composite engineering talents with both professional and humanistic qualities.

6.1. Comparison of the contents of the aesthetic education courses of science majors

Based on the two platforms, four representative aesthetic education courses in physics aesthetics, mathematics aesthetics, chemistry aesthetics and medical aesthetics are extracted from China and the United States respectively. By comparing Figure 4, it is revealed that the formal aesthetic laws of rhythm, symmetry, and unity and harmony are common to the online courses of aesthetic education in science disciplines in China and the United States. The difference lies in the fact that the Chinese online science aesthetic education courses mostly start from professional knowledge and theory, highlight the conceptualization and systematization, as well as state the aesthetic factors in science majors in a deductive way while the U.S. starts from real life, adopts heuristic and inquiry style and implicitly guides students to discover and experience the aesthetic factors in science, as well as highlight the cross-fertilization of multiple disciplines with aesthetic ties. The Chinese Science Aesthetic Education online course is more phenomenal and students are mostly the passive appreciators who feel the aesthetic phenomena in various disciplines under the pull of the teacher's narration and stay in the perceptual stage of beauty while the United States attaches great importance to students' understanding of the laws so that students actively explore the beauty in science as discoverers and focus on learning transfer, in this regard, it expects that students can discover the beauty of the laws and philosophy in natural disciplines.
Figure 4. Comparison of sample content of online aesthetic education courses for science majors in China and America

6.2. Comparison of online aesthetic education courses for engineering majors

Four representative aesthetic education courses in architectural aesthetics, computer aesthetics, material aesthetics and engineering aesthetics are taken from the two platforms respectively. By comparing Figure 5, it is revealed that the online courses of engineering aesthetic education in China and the United States also adopt the formal aesthetic laws of rhythm, symmetry, unity and harmony, which reflects harmonious beauty and scientific beauty. The difference lies in the fact that the Chinese online aesthetic education courses for engineering majors mostly show the aesthetics of engineering entities and technical tools, highlight the aesthetic form of knowledge points and technologies, so they neglect the explanation of their inner aesthetic essence and laws, so the explanation is relatively shallower; while the United States focuses on guiding students to logical reasoning and through strict and exquisite reasoning, the discipline professional knowledge, rational thinking and aesthetic factors are organically connected and integrated, moreover, they also highlight the inner logical beauty, emphasize the coexistence of aesthetic and rational depth, as well as the unity of normative and innovative beauty, scientific beauty and ethical and moral beauty.
7. Summary

How to offer online aesthetic education courses in a more reasonable way, how to make aesthetic appreciation, aesthetic expression and aesthetic creation activities deeply integrated with modern technical means and platforms such as digitalization and intelligence, how to use VR virtual technology to create aesthetic space to realize more realistic aesthetic situations and methods, how to use cell phone terminal APP to realize students’ learning and teachers’ guidance anytime and anywhere so that students can be infected, inspired and created in a richer experience and so on are all issues worth exploring in depth. The online aesthetic education curriculum is not only a matter of curriculum categories and contents, but also a matter of making full use of online platforms and the Internet to implement rich aesthetic education teaching, which is to be further explored on the basis of the research in this paper.

We are supposed to build a pyramidal structure of college aesthetic education curriculum that “educate people with esthetic, cultivate people with culture and nurture people with esthetic”. The general study of art and aesthetic education courses is regarded as the “base of the knowledge tower” for cultivating the artistic and aesthetic qualities; professional aesthetic education course is regarded as the “backbone of the knowledge tower” for cultivating the aesthetic qualities of various majors; comprehensive aesthetic education course is the “top of the tower” for shaping perfect personality. Only there are solid tower base and tower backbone can students ascend to the top of the tower. While China seems to have a slight advantage in terms of “integrated aesthetic education programs” online, actually, the United States has a large number of substantial research results in the integration of science and aesthetics. It is also worthwhile to study and learn from our higher education and university aesthetic education programs in terms of the integration of multiple disciplines and aesthetic education. In addition to building online aesthetic education courses, we also need to focus on the construction of offline aesthetic education activity courses, art skills training elective courses, aesthetic education courses of campus environment and so on. Promoting the deep integration of online and offline aesthetic education courses with the cultivation of advanced specialists is an important task and mission for higher education in the new era.
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